
 
 

UK   

Updated Date   
  
  
  

08th June 2020  
The situation remains fluid, so the following information should be 
treated as a guideline only, based on current information, and 
subject to alteration.  

Borders   
(open, closed)  

UK borders are currently open  

Quarantine Details   
(requirements for outside 
arrivals, locals on lock-down or 
stay at home  
  

2-week quarantine currently in place for overseas arrivals into 
the UK. Domestically policies continue to reflect the downturn in 
cases and fatalities. In England, the population is still encouraged to 
stay home but more businesses are opening up in a slow, careful 
and considered easing of restrictions.  

Cases   
(increasing, decreasing, flat)  

Decreasing infection rate and decreasing number of fatalities. The 
latter peaked on 21 April.  

Groups   
(limits on group gatherings, 
distancing requirements)  

Up to 6 people can meet for leisure activities / family 
gatherings from different households outside, as long as 2m (6ft) 
distancing guidelines are followed.  

Air  
(carriers flying to/from 
country)  

Multiple airlines still operating international flights into London, 
including intercontinental flights by BA, American Airlines, United 
into Heathrow. Social distancing measures in place at airports.  

Hotels  
(open, closed, partially open)  

Mainly closed (except for key workers), but some due to re-
open this month, with special hygiene and cleaning measures in 
place.  

Restaurants  
(open, closed, capacity limits)  

Closed - but some opening potentially from 22nd June (see KEY 
DATES)  

Venues  
(open, closed, capacity limits)  

Mainly closed, but a few meeting spaces open with limited capacity 
to allow social-distancing measures to be enforced.  

Tourist Sites  
(open, closed, capacity limits)  

Closed  

Retail Stores  
(open, closed, capacity limits)  

Supermarkets, pharmacies, garden centres are open. Most other 
non-essential shops remain closed (but can open from 15th June 
(see KEY DATES)  

Transportation  
(public and private options)  

Public transport (including the London underground) is running, 
with social distance measures in place & limited passenger 
numbers. The wearing of masks or face-coverings is now required 
for using public transport.   

Upcoming Key Dates  The situation remains fluid with more significant updates 
anticipated before the end of the month. All non-essentials retailers 
and outdoor markets can re-open from 15th June, if social-distancing 
measures are in place.  Government is targeting 22nd June for 
permitting the re-opening of Pubs and restaurants that have 
outdoor space and can implement social distancing policy.   

Destination Safety and 
Sanitary Initiatives  
(in progress, certification 

British government has issued “Safer Transport” guidelines and 
advice. No additional enforcement measures in place yet.  



program, etc.)   

Other Key Information  Government is keen to allow people increased freedom, provided 
that safety remains primary concern. Some schools are preparing to 
take in more pupils from June 15th. Businesses are actively preparing 
for adapted operating conditions.  
  

 
 

UK   

Updated Date  Week commencing 25th May 2020.  
Please note that the following information is to be used as a guideline only, 
based on information currently available. The situation remains fluid, and 
changes can be introduced at any stage. 

Borders  
(open, closed)  

 UK borders are currently open 

Quarantine Details  
(requirements for outside 
arrivals, locals on lock-down 
or stay at home)  

 2-week quarantine to be introduced for overseas arrivals into the 
UK. Lockdown is being eased in England. In England population is 
encouraged to stay home but can leave home for exercise, vital 
shopping and work (if working remotely from home is not possible) 

Cases  
(increasing, decreasing, flat)  

 Decreasing infection rate and decreasing number of fatalities. The 
latter peaked on 21 April.  

Groups  
(limits on group gatherings, 
distancing requirements)  

 No group gatherings. Some 1 to 1 sports (e.g. tennis) now permitted. 
2m (6ft) distancing advised but not enforced 

Air  
(carriers flying to/from 
country)  

Multiple airlines still operating international flights into London, 
including intercontinental flights by BA, American Airlines, United 
into Heathrow. Social distancing measures in place at airports.  

Hotels  
(open, closed, partially open)  

Mainly closed (except for key workers), but some due to re-open 
from early June. 

Restaurants  
(open, closed, capacity limits)  

 Closed 

Venues  
(open, closed, capacity limits)  

Mainly closed, but a few meeting spaces open with limited capacity 
to allow social-distancing measures to be enforced.  

Tourist Sites  
(open, closed, capacity limits)  

 Closed 

Retail Stores  
(open, closed, capacity limits)  

Supermarkets, pharmacies,  garden centres are open. Most other 
non-essential shops remain closed. 

Transportation  
(public and private options)  

 Public transport  (including the London underground) is running, 
with social distance measures in place & limited passenger numbers  

Upcoming Key Dates   The situation remains fluid but significant updates not anticipated 
before early June. 

Destination Safety and 
Sanitary Initiatives  
(in progress, certification 
program, etc.)   

 British government has issued “Safer Transport” guidelines and 
advice. No additional enforcement measures in place. 

Other Key Information   Government is keen to allow people increased freedom, provided 
that safety is our first concern. Some schools are preparing to take in 
more pupils from June. Businesses are actively preparing for adapted 
operating conditions. 

 
 


